
You Want Real World Experience.
You know that experience IS everything. And the secret to success as a creative leader in the creative industries 
is actually doing it – reading and speaking about it don’t qualify. Nelson is not just a speaker, but an expert who 
speaks. As an award-winning Triple Threat Creative Leader (Creative Director - Film Director – Musical Theatre 
Leading Man) and major market-proven senior strategic creative talent, Nelson’s teachings are based on his 
extensive, world-class, creative leadership experience - his own and that of his clients. His career includes stints in 
Canada, Europe, and Brazil, where he’s helped lead and grow relentlessly creative companies.

You Want Top Tier, Big Name Expertise.
Nelson’s client list and creative industry leader list is loaded with brand-name, recognizable companies from 
across the globe. He has a consistent track record of creating success for Fortune 500 companies such as adidas, 
Molson, GE, Carlsberg, Cadbury, Wrigley, Toshiba, P&G, Anheuser-Busch, Sears, Schering-Plough, Bridgestone, 
and Microsoft. Plus, he’s helped build famous brands like aeroplan, Bell, Latin Percussion, Coppertone, Revlon, 
Mastercard, and MaxFactor. Nelson has also directed celebrity actors, grammy award-winning music icons, and 
international celebrity artists and bands in DVDs, TV spots, videos, documentaries, and mockumentaries around 
the world – including Chad Smith and the Red Hot Chili Peppers, Nickelback, Rush, Prince, Carlos Santana, Mark 
Anthony, the Trailer Park Boys, and many others.

You Want A Rockstar Teacher And ACTRA-SAG Performer – All In One.
Not only is Nelson a high-content creative leadership expert, but he is also a certified member of ACTRA/SAG, the 
“Most Distinguished Performer’s Union in the World”. Highly entertaining, he knows how to move and command 
an audience. Nelson’s captivating, powerful and award-winning leading man performances have garned him 
standing ovations playing roles like The Emcee in Cabaret, Jesus in Godspell, Paul in Chorus Line, and Finch 
Pierrepont in How To Succeed In Business Without Really Trying.

You Want A Critically-Acclaimed, Multiple Award-Winner. 
Nelson’s wide-frame creative thinking and creative leadership has not only helped build famous brands, but has 
also been recognized for a high level of creativity and creative excellence by countless national and international 
award shows. Nelson’s creativity has been recognized at Mobius, the London International Advertising Awards, 
the New York Festivals, Applied Arts, the Crystals, Ice, Marketing, and others. Of note, his Pro•Line “Bar-Hopping 
Aliens” spot won first place in Playback’s National TOP SPOTS AWARDS – making it the #1 TV commercial in Canada. 
His creative boutique, CABRAL Creative, was recently recognized as a “Fastest Growing Company” by Progress 
Magazine, landing #2 on the ONES TO WATCH list. He’s also sat on national creative juries and award show judging 
panels including CBC’s Canada Reads, The Crystals, and the CANNES TVB Awards. Plus, his stage roles as Sancho 
Panza and Paul San Marco garnered him BEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE IN A LEADING ROLE awards.

Why Hire Nelson Cabral?



You Need To Hear (And Experience) Something New, Original And Highly-Relevant.
Nelson’s perspective on creative leadership is fresh and hot - to today’s, and tomorrow’s, business market. 
According to a study by IBM, CEOs cited creativity as the most important leadership quality over the next 
five years. Unlike other “creativity” and “innovation” and “leadership” speakers, Nelson’s focus is on “Creative 
Leadership”, which he believes is the future of leadership. The “new” leadership is “creative leadership”. 

You Want High Content – Hard-hitting Skills, Tools, And Actionable Strategies.
You know that people need more than “motivation”. They need substance, education, and they want relevant, up-to-date 
content. They need hardcore business skills and new strategies and processes they can take back to their companies and 
use immediately. Nelson is completely action-oriented and delivers LOTS of solid, compelling, practical content.

You Want A Speaker With Ability To Connect With Executive Level Clients & Business Owners.
As a creative leader, sometimes the hardest task is not the actual work but pitching creative to an executive team. 
Nelson has presented and successfully sold over 1,000 creative strategies and concepts to senior client teams. He 
has more than 20 years of experience working with leaders of all levels in all types of organizations. Nelson has a 
consistent track record of providing ongoing counsel to senior client executives to boost strategic creativity. 

You Want A Fun And Unforgettable Team-Building Event.
Nelson’s personable and passionate style is high energy, high content, high involvement. He will make you and your 
audience enjoy all the excitement, business potential, and flat-out fun creativity and creative leadership has to offer.  

You Want Added Value - For Major Return On Investment.
Your investment in Nelson pays off right away as Nelson delivers immediately actionable, market-proven, creative 
leadership strategies and tactics to create high-performing workplaces (and employees) that unleash more 
breakout successes. Plus, you get FREE handouts, an in-depth “Needs and Interests” survey and report, in-depth 
customization and tailoring, and lots of post-program follow-up.

You Want Someone Who’s A Pleasure To Work With.
Nelson’s clients will tell you - he is truly known for his contagious, enthusiastic, positive energy and charisma. He 
has a sort of magnetic presence that electrifies everyone he touches (a.k.a The Nelson Touch) – and you will feel it 
from the time you talk to him about your event until the very last word that comes out of his mouth in his speech. 

You Want Extreme Customization.
Unlike other speakers, you won’t get a “one-size-fits-all” type of program. Nelson always customizes his programs 
based on client needs. His programs are always a success because he understands one simple thing: the audience 
- not Nelson - always takes center stage.

You Want A Speaker Who Is Inspiring AND Motivating.
Whether it’s inspiring higher level creativity in an ad agency, facilitating senior executives to breakthroughs in 
a brand workshop, or directing celebrities to their best performances on a film set, Nelson inspires the best in 
people. He has the uncanny ability to walk into any room, bring people together, and inspire them to create truly 
amazing work. Nelson has a reputation for getting the best out of uber-talented troupes, and will leave your 
participants feeling they can take on the world.

You Prefer An Interactive Presentation.
Nelson understands the importance of participation, and he strives to interact with his audience in as many ways 
as possible - whether it’s through asking them to participate actively, answer a question, take a quick trip inside, 
simply reacting to their facial expressions, or just honest, down-to-earth conversation. He makes sure that his 
audience is tuned-in, tapped-in, and turned on.

(506) 536-7004
nelson@nelsoncabral.ca

www.nelsoncabral.ca

Book Nelson Cabral to speak at your next meeting or event! Call (506) 536-7004 or  
email nelson@nelsoncabral.ca today to get the ball rolling. We look forward to working with you!


